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WHAT ARE BLACK HELICOPTERS?

BLACK HELICOPTER LIFECYCLE

Black Helicopters (BHs) are autonomous agents—lifeforms—created by the New
World Order (NWO) using top-secret nanobiotechnology.

BH REPRODUCTION, DEVELOPMENT, & LIFESTYLE

The BH reproductive cycle starts with seed crystals (SC) that are injected into
biological hosts—typically cattle or humans—by either human technicians or
other BHs. SCs may also be sprayed from aircraft (so-called "chemtrails"). The
inoculated SC uses nanobiotechnology and compounds gathered from the host's
organs to grow as it enters the blood stream and travels to the intestines. Once
there, it develops into a Microscopic Black Helicopter (MBH).
MBHs will either exit the body through the skin or stay in the host and grow,
reaching about 20-30 cm long in a few weeks before bursting forth from the
host’s guts. This artificial live birth kills the host and is the source of cattle
mutilations. Bursting usually occurs at night. The new BH’s props unfold and
harden before it flies off to gather minerals and proteins from its environment
so it can grow to full mature size (up to 18 meters long.)
Macroscopic BHs not yet their mature size are called Juvenile Black Helicopters
(JBH). If discovered, JBHs may eliminate any witnesses or use their psychotron
organs grown from environmental aluminum compounds to cause short- to midterm memory loss (known as "lost time") in observers before escaping. Smaller
JBHs may camouflage themselves as pigeons, squirrels, and other woodland or
urban creatures by covering themselves with the outer casings of animals they
killed for organic building materials.
A BH can inject SCs when it has reached the MBH stage of development. When
its injector grows too big to puncture flesh without causing hemorrhaging, it
is instead used as a projectile weapon. A MBH that has exited its host before
bursting (0.25 to 1 cm long) is called an Extracorporeal Microscopic Black
Helicopter (EMBH). Often the source of seed injections, they are also called
reproductives or seed vectors. They are almost undetectable and can act as
spies. Reinfections occur when an EMBH re-enters a host through the ear,
burrows to the skull base, and implants itself in the central nervous system,
allowing it to affect or even control the host’s actions. This is dangerous, since
the MBH—now called a Parasitic Black Helicopter (PBH)—can do permanent
brain damage and may self-destruct to avoid detection, causing what is often
erroneously diagnosed as spontaneous human combustion.
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NOTE: Infected cattle can also be under control of their PBH, causing them to become NWO agents (misleadingly
termed Mad Cows in the NWO-controlled press after the need to cover up any evidence of their conspiracy).

CONCLUSIONS

Black Helicopters represent a SIGNIFICANT NANOBIOTECHNOLOGICAL MENACE
to the future of Humanity far beyond grey goo or uppity sentient nanobots since
BHs were EXPLICITLY DESIGNED FOR EVIL. Nanotech researchers should stop
wasting their time on nanotoothpaste and very small guitars, and instead focus
on building counter-measures such as nanosurface-to-air missiles and the
nanofreedom fighters to wield them.

